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Mathematical Institute, Tokyo Metropolitan University, Tokyo

(Comm. by Z. SUETUNk, M.J.k., Dec. 12, 1955)

1. G. H. Hardy and J. E. Littlewood 1 have proved the
following

Theorem 1. Let 0<r<l,p>l and tr>l/p. If f(x) belongs to
the Lip(r,p) class, then f(x) is equivalent to a function in the
Lip (- 1/p) class.

This was generalized by one of the authors in the following
form [2J"

Theorem 2. Under the assumption of Theorem 1,
( 1 ) s(x, f)-f(x)lA/n-/,
where s(x, f) denotes the nth partial sum of Fourier series of f(x)
and A is an absolute constant.

It is well known that (1) implies that f(x) belongs o the
Lip (- l/p) class.

On the other hand, G. H. Hardy and
[4, p. 225) have proved the 2ollowing

Theorem 3. (i) Let 0< <1, >0 and r+ . l. If f(x)
belongs to the Lip a class, then the th integral of f(x) belongs to
the Lip (r +) class.

(ii) Let O< fi< _<_= 1. If f(x) belongs to the Lip tr crass, then
the th derivative of f(x) belongs to the Lip (cr-) class.

In his theorem, he conclusion can no be replaced by (1)with
a+_ instead of a- 1/p.

We can in fact prove
Theorem 4. (i) Let 0<r<l, pl, tr-1/p-O and 0,

r+/<l. Then if f(x) belongs to the Lip (, p) class, then
( 2 ) s(x, f) fv(x) A/n+v, a.e. unif.
where fv(x) is the 7th integral of f(x).

(ii) Let 0<a<l, p>l, a-1/p=>0 and 0<7<a. Then if
f(x) belongs to the Lip (, p) class, then

s(x, fv)--<fr(x)[ At-v
where f(x) is the 7th derivative o.f f(x).

By Theorem 1, the Lip (a, p) class is contained in the Lip (r-1/p)
class; hence both the assumption and the conclusion of Theorem 4
are stronger than those of Theorem 3, respectively.

Further G. H. Hardy and J. E. Litlewood [3] (cf. _4], p. 227)
have proved he following
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Theorem . Let p>l, 1/p<<1/p+1. If f(x) is L’-integrable,
then ath integral of f(x) belongs to the Lip (a-l/p) class.

We can generalize this in the following form, in the case of
a<l,

Theorem 5. Let p>l, 1/p<a<l. If f(x) is L-integrable, then
we have

s,(x, f,)-f:(x)] A/n-/.
Fo the proof of Theorems 4 and 6 we use the method in [5J.

In 2 we prove Theorem 4, (i). Since Theorem 4, (ii) is proved
quite similarly, we. omit its proof (cf. [4). In 4, we prove
eorem 6.

2. Proof of Theorem 4, (i). It is sufficient to prove (2),
replaced s by s. The 7th integral of f(x) is defined by

1 f(x_t)t-dt.( 8 )

F(x)=_(t)dt, then we get by integration by partsLet

( a ) ()- - ff()-F(-t)t-dt.r()0
Let us write -- =I+J.

We shll begin
=/n f= - / () [P(+)-(+-)

r()
+

+ d I+ I.
r()

Now

By Theorem 1, f(x+ u-v)-f(x-v)=O(u), and then Che last integral

is. of order 1/n+r. Hence I.l A/n+. Further

J DZ(u)duJ [[F(x+u)-F(x+u-t)}-[F(x)-F(x-t)}]tr-dt
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AnJ du u t/-dtA/n+r.
/

Thus we have IiA/n+.
On the oher hand, we write

,,=f a f a,=
/n ln

Since we can suppose hat n is odd,

(5)

+ dt- + &.

t

&=J t - dtJ [ [F(x+u)-F(x+u-t)} + [F(x-u)-F(x-u-t)}

-2 [F(x)-F(x-t)} O* (u)du

2 sin (u +22- sin (u + (2k- 1)/n)/2

(N(XU-+k/) N(+u-+(-1)/n))}sin +
+ similar erms sing,

where ,he ,erm in the brackets [ is
(F(x+u+ 2kr/n)-F(x+ u+ (2k- 1)r/n))/sin (u + 2kr/n)/2
+ F(x+ u + (2k- 1)r/n)(1/sin (u + 2kr/n)/2-1/sin (u + (2k-1)r/n)/2)

+similar terms} + similar terms
=(f(x+u+ 2krr/n + Ot)-f(x+u+ (2k- 1)/n+ Ot))t/sin (u + 2k/n)/2
+ (f(x + u + (2k- 1)/n +et)-f(x+ et)).0 g + similar terms

by the mean value theorem, where 0<< 1. By the assumption
and Theorem 1, we get

ll (n-l)/2

lJlA t-dt J du

{i f@+u +2k/n+ Ot)-f(x+ u+ 2k-1)/n + et) l/(u + 2k/n)
+if(x+u+ 2k-1)/n +Ot)-fx+ Or) n/k}

/

+

<__ A I(_) l l<A/n+n.
Finally, in order o esimae J, we wriCe it in the form (5)

where the range of integration with respect to t is replaced by (I/n,
o). By ,he mean value theorem, the term in the brackets is
r f(x +u+ (2k -O)r/n)-f(x+u+ (2k-t)r/n- t)}/n sin (u + 2kr/n)/2
+ (u + (2k- 1)r/n)[f(x+(u + (2k- 1)r/n))-f(x+(2k- 1)r/n)-t}.

O(1/n(u + 2kr/n)),
1) 1/p+1/’1.
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where 0<<1, 0<<1, and then

J A -dt n A/n+
/

Thus we have proved that J] A/n+r. Combining this with the
estimation of I, we get the required result.. Prof. T. Tsuchikura informed us the following proof of
Theorem 4. This follows from Theorem 2 and

Theorem 7. Let 0<1, >0, +<1 and p>l. If f(x)
belongs to the L@ (a, p) class, then the th integral fi() belongs to
the Lip (a +, p) class.

Proof. Let F(x)=fi(t)dt. By (),

F()

F()-F(-)}
Hence, by the Minkowski inequality,

f(x+ h),-f(z)

+ + =P+Q+R,

say. By he maximal Cheorem we ge

{f(u+h)-f(u)}du dt

urher

Q A t- [f(u)-f(u- t)]du dx dt

and similarly N Ah t-O(1)dt=O(h). hus we obtain
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which is the required.

4. Proof of Theorem 6. We have

say, where cp(u)--f(y / u) /f(y-u)- 2f(y).
we have

S*(x, f)--f(x)

f f1 D*(u)du.-1 [f(x+u_t)+f(x_u_t)_2f(x_t)]t_dt

+ ._,(u)t-dt= (I+J),
P()

By the M. Riesz theorem

Further, putting F(t)--ftf(u)du,
J= D()d f(x+-t)+f(--t)-2f(-t)}t-dt

/

+ ( ) t-W(+-t) +(--t) F(-
1/

=(1-) D()g t-C
1/

+ {P@--t)-P@--I/)}-2{P@-t)-P@-1/)}

/

Now
/= j f-f- + +similar erms) dv

1/n

nd hen

J <___AnJ duJ t-dt

[(f,(-,-) ,,)’" +similar termsl (f"dv)
An ul"du t-dt AIn-/’.

I remai now o estimate
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f  .dtf k=l
1/n

[ f(F(x/u+ 2kr/n- t) F(x+u+ (2k- 1)/n- t))/sin (u + (2k- 1)/n)/2
+ similar terms}

+ {(F(x+ u+ (2k- 1)/n-t)- F(x +u (2k-2)/n- t)). O(n/k)
+similar terms} .

e terms in the brackets [ ] are le than, in absolute value,
the sum of the terms of the type

rilE(y+ k/n)-F(y+(k- 1)v/n) /k
and easily estimatable terms. Now

F(y+k/n)-F(y+ (k- 1)/n)

where the first term is bounded by Young’s theorem, and then
1 ft-dt A/n

us we have proved the theorem.
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